Expression of the 5HT1 Apl(a) receptor in Aplysia pleural sensory neurons, 25 inhibited 5HT-mediated translocation of the novel PKC Apl II in sensory neurons and 26 prevented PKC-dependent synaptic facilitation at sensory to motor neuron synapses 27 (Nagakura et al. 2010). We now demonstrate that the ability of inhibitory receptors to 28 block PKC-activation is a general feature of inhibitory receptors and is found after 29 expression of the 5HT1 Apl(b) receptor and with activation of endogenous dopamine and 30
inhibited 5HT-mediated translocation of the novel PKC Apl II in sensory neurons and 26 prevented PKC-dependent synaptic facilitation at sensory to motor neuron synapses 27 (Nagakura et al. 2010 ). We now demonstrate that the ability of inhibitory receptors to 28 block PKC-activation is a general feature of inhibitory receptors and is found after 29 expression of the 5HT1 Apl(b) receptor and with activation of endogenous dopamine and 30
FMRFamide receptors in sensory neurons. Pleural sensory neurons are heterogeneous for 31 their inhibitory response to endogenous transmitters with dopamine being the most 32 prevalent, followed by FMRFamide, and only a small number of neurons with inhibitory 33 responses to 5HT. The inhibitory response is dominant, reduces membrane excitability, 34 synaptic efficacy and can reverse 5HT facilitation at both naïve and depressed synapses. 35
Indeed, dopamine can reverse PKC translocation during the continued application of 36 5HT. Reversal of translocation can also be seen after translocation mediated by an analog 37 of diacylglycerol, suggesting inhibition is not through blockade of diacylglycerol 38 production. The effects of inhibition on PKC translocation can be rescued by 39 the facilitation of postsynaptic potential (PSP) amplitude with 5HT following synaptic 201 depression with low frequency stimulation (Fig. 1F) . Thus, the inhibitory responses 202 appear to be a general feature of these receptors, and we therefore searched for an 203 endogenous transmitter that could also produce this response. the sensory neurons were held at -80mV with negative current injection, the effect of 215
FMRFamide on the resting membrane potential manifest as a reduction in the amplitude 216 of the holding current (reduction to 66±6% of before FMRFamide, n=7). A similar 217 reduction in the holding current was also observed with dopamine, consistent with the 218 two substances acting on similar conductances (holding current reduced to 63±6% of 219 before dopamine, n=11). 220
222
Heterogeneity of pleural sensory neurons to dopamine and FMRFamide.
The reduction in pleural sensory neuron excitability with dopamine only occurs in 224 some of the pleural sensory neurons ( Fig. 2A) . We found that the inhibitory response to 225 dopamine was maximal at 500nM, well below the reported activation of 5HT1 Apl(a) with 226 dopamine which has a minimal activation of the 5HT1 Apl(a) at concentrations above 227 10μM (Angers et al. 1998). To ensure that the inhibitory response to dopamine is not a 228 result of dopamine acting on endogenous 5HT1 Apl(a) receptors, dopamine up to 20μM 229 was applied to sensory neurons over-expressing eGFP-5HT 1Apl(a) . While 5HT led to 230 extensive inhibition of excitability in all cells expressing eGFP-5HT 1Apl(a) , dopamine only 231 led to inhibition of excitation in some of the sensory neurons indicating that 5HT1 Apl(a) 232 receptor does not mediate the inhibitory dopamine response (Fig. 2B) . Expression of the 233 eGFP-5HT 1Apl(a) receptor in sensory neurons allowed us to confirm that this receptor is 234 activated by nanomolar concentrations of the selective agonist 8-OH-DPAT as previously 235 reported (Angers et al. 1998). Activation of the eGFP-5HT 1Apl(a) receptor with 500nM 8-236
OH-DPAT results in a large reduction in excitability in all neurons expressing the 237 receptor ( Fig. 2C ) similar to what was observed with 5HT on eGFP-5HT 1Apl(a) expressing 238 neurons (see Fig. 1 ). Conversely, 8-OH-DPAT on pleural sensory neurons not 239 expressing the eGFP-5HT 1Apl(a) only rarely shows a decrease in excitability, which is 240 likely the result of activation of an endogenous 5HT1 Apl(a) response (circled in Fig. 2C ). 241
The reduction in excitability with 8-OH-DPAT occurs in all cells expressing eGFP-242 5HT 1Apl(a) , confirming the efficacy of the agonist and indicating that dopamine is not 243 activating a potential endogenous 5HT1 Apl(a) response, but rather acting through another 244 receptor.
Examination of many neurons isolated from the same pleural pedal ganglia 246 revealed that the inhibitory dopamine response varied from 10% to 90% of the sensory 247 neurons examined, with on average of the eleven animals examined (99 sensory neurons 248 in total) 58.2±0.1% showed a reduction in excitation with dopamine (Fig. 2D) . Next, 249 greater numbers of neurons were examined with 500nM 8-OH-DPAT to estimate the 250 percentage of pleural sensory neurons with an endogenous 5HT1 Apl(a) response. In the 251 animals used in this experiment the percentage of pleural sensory neurons with the 252 inhibitory dopamine response was similar to the previous estimates at 50%, while the 253 percentage of neurons with an endogenous 5HT1 Apl(a) response (sensitive to 500nM 8-254
OH-DPAT) was much lower at 5-7% ( Furthermore, dopamine also blocked the reversal of depression with 5HT (data not 273 shown), thus we wondered if the 5HT reversal of depression could be inhibited or 274 reversed once already initiated. After only four 5HT facilitated PSPs, dopamine was 275 added in combination with 5HT. As observed in the above experiments, not all pleural 276 sensory neurons (now paired with LFS motor neurons) responded to dopamine with a 277 decrease in membrane excitability. Therefore, synaptic pairs could be grouped according 278 to the change in sensory neuron excitability with dopamine (Fig. 3A) . Addition of 279 dopamine had no effect on 5HT facilitation at depressed synapses if the sensory neuron 280 did not also show a decrease in membrane excitability (Fig. 3A-D) . However, if 281 membrane excitability of the sensory neuron was inhibited with 500nM dopamine, then 282 rapid synaptic depression also occurred (Fig. 3A-D) . Thus dopamine can reverse 5HT-283 mediated facilitation at depressed synapses once already initiated (Fig. 3) . 284
With the similar effects of 5HT1 Apl(a) , 5HT1 Apl(b) , and dopamine on membrane 285 excitability and 5HT facilitation at depressed synapses, we wondered whether 286
FMRFamide which also decreases membrane excitability ( of PLC, we examined whether dopamine could still reverse translocation when a cell 325 permeable, exogenous DAG analog, DOG was used. Activation and translocation of 326 eGFP-PKC Apl II with DOG could also be reversed with addition of dopamine, although 327 this was slower than the dopamine reversal of 5HT-dependent translocation (Fig. 4CD) . 328
These results suggest that dopamine was not acting on membrane DAG levels. To test if 329 dopamine was acting on membrane PA levels, we examined whether dopamine could 330 reverse translocation in the presence of a cell-permeable analog of PA, DiC8-PA. Unlike 331 with DOG alone, the dopamine-induced reversal of eGFP-PKC Apl II translocation was 332 inhibited by the combination of DOG and DiC8-PA (Fig. 4CD ). This suggests that 333 dopamine is inhibiting or inactivating PKC Apl II activation at least in part through a 334 reduction in plasma membrane PA levels.
Since adding DiC8-PA rescued the inhibition of eGFP-PKC Apl II translocation, 336 we attempted to prevent the dopamine-mediated inhibition of 5HT facilitation at 337 depressed synapses with pre-application of 25μg/ml of DiC8-PA. Though this 338 concentration was sufficient to prevent the inhibitory effect of dopamine on eGFP-PKC 339
Apl II translocation with DOG, it failed to alter the inhibitory action of dopamine on the 340 5HT-mediated reversal of depression (Fig. 4EF ). This suggests that dopamine has 341 additional actions on inhibiting transmitter release independently of PA production. 342
343
Facilitation and depression at naïve synapses. 344
In the typical pleural sensory neuron, 5HT not only increases excitability (as in 345 DA resp.; in this group the amount of current required to fire an action potential in 369 dopamine was on average 690±216% of the amount required before dopamine) PSP 370 amplitude was greatly depressed (Fig. 5C) . Thus, dopamine results in depression that can 371 over-come or reverse 5HT facilitation, much like that observed at depressed synapses. 372
These data show that the pleural sensory neuron-specific inhibitory dopamine response 373 includes a dramatic inhibitory effect on synaptic efficacy, independent of prior 374 stimulation history. Similarly, eGFP-5HT 1Apl(a) expression alters the response of synapses 375 to 5HT from facilitation to depression (eGFP-5HT 1Apl(a) expression at two synaptic pairs 376 resulted in a block of PSP amplitude with 5HT, avg. initial PSP amplitude was 9.6mV). 377 transient that was greater in some regions and these were selected for measuring intensity 396 change (Fig. 6B) . Three successive action potentials generated by brief 50ms 397 depolarizing pulses, produced individual fluo-4 fluorescent transients of similar 398 amplitude (Fig. 6CD) . As in previous experiments, sensory neurons were grouped 399 according to the change in membrane excitability with dopamine for analysis. In sensory 400 neurons where dopamine had no effect on membrane excitability, the fluo-4 fluorescence 401 transient was unaffected when three more action potentials were generated following the 402 addition of dopamine (Fig. 6C) . However when dopamine reduced excitability, the fluo-403 4 transients were also greatly reduced (Fig. 6D) . Therefore, one of the actions of 404 dopamine is to inhibit the calcium flux responsible for transmitter release. We show the relative frequency of a variety of short-term inhibitory responses 428 observed at Aplysia sensory neurons isolated from the VC cluster of the pleural ganglion. 429
The strongest and most prominent inhibitory response observed was produced with 430 dopamine in a majority of sensory neurons examined (Fig. 2&3) . The inhibitory effect of 431 dopamine on membrane excitability was very strong, increasing the amount of current 432 required to reach threshold while also reducing input resistance and the resting membrane 433 potential. Thus, in the presence of dopamine this subset of pleural sensory neurons is 434 unlikely to generate more than one action potential per stimulus, regardless of the 435 stimulus intensity. In addition, dopamine also had a profound inhibitory effect on 436 synaptic efficacy (Fig. 3&5) , further reducing the likelihood of a stimulus to the 437 mechanosensory neuron exciting the motor neuron. with a reduction in excitability and synaptic efficacy. While FMRFamide also produces a 445 similar reduction in excitability and synaptic efficacy, the dopaminergic inhibitory 446 response is stronger (Fig. 1 ) and more prevalent ( (Fig. 3E) . We also 484 observed that some pleural sensory neurons showed a response to dopamine but not to 485
FMRFamide, and vice versa, further indicating that the lack of response was more likely 486 due to a lack of the specific receptor rather than the state of the neuron. The responses 487 we observed to FMRFamide and dopamine were largely heterogeneous indicating that 488 like the cerebral and abdominal sensory neurons, the pleural ganglion VC cluster of 489 mechanosensory neurons are a heterogeneous population of neurons in their specific 490 sensitivity to neuromodulatory substances. Thus the inhibitory changes to pleural 491 sensory neuron excitability and synaptic efficacy will differ depending on the specific 492 neuron examined. is responsible for synaptic transmission. The mechanism of the calcium current 554 inhibition was not examined here but may be due to direct action on the channel or 555 indirectly through a failure of the action potential to sufficiently depolarize the 556 presynaptic terminals. While in many cases the inhibitory dopaminergic response is 557 insufficient to fully block synaptic transmission, indicating that action potential 558 propagation to at least some presynaptic terminals is maintained (as in the traces 559 displayed in figure 3) , the large reduction in synaptic efficacy with dopamine is likely a 560 consequence of the large reduction in presynaptic calcium flux. We do not think the 561 deficit of PKC Apl II translocation is due to the decrease in the calcium current, since 562 PKC Apl II is not sensitive to calcium (Sossin et al. 1996) and since exogenous PA can 563 rescue the translocation without rescuing transmitter release. Thus, the inhibitory 564 response is complicated, acting on membrane PA levels either through PLD or one of the 565 lipid metabolic proteins, as well as acting on at least one more separate mechanism to 566 reduce membrane excitability and calcium entry. The work of Jang et al., (2011) also suggests that the inhibitory mechanism acting 584 on synaptic strength and excitability in pleural sensory neurons is also unlikely to be 585 signalled through reducing cAMP levels as they report no decreases in initial synaptic 586 strength or in membrane excitability with apPDE4 (only the 5HT-mediated increases are 587 impaired). Bernier et al., (1982) observed inhibitory changes in membrane excitability 588 with both 5HT and dopamine in abdominal neuron R15 concurrent with an increase in 589 cAMP, also in support of an inhibitory mechanism that is not mediated through a down-590 regulation in cAMP. Thus the evidence is many of the actions noted here are independent 591 of the inhibition of AC. 592
There is no direct evidence for Gα i inhibition of PKC activation, though 593 inhibition of PLC-ε was noted with Gα i activation by mAChR expressed in HEK293 594
